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INTRODUCTION
	  
The potto (Perodicticus potto) is a nocturnal non-
human primate (Suborder: Strepsirhini) that lives 
in tropical forests in the Congo basin and ranges 
east to countries of the Rift Valley. They are 
difficult to study in the wild and are not abundant 
in captive collections. The Cincinnati Zoo has a 
total of 8 individuals in their primate collection 
(see Figure 1). This project sought to examine two 
Cincinnati zoo exhibits that housed a total of 4 
subjects. The goal was to characterize the 
environmental complexity of the two exhibits and 
produce activity budgets for the 4 subjects.  

METHODS
Behavioral data were collected using an  ethogram based  
largely on the research of Luhrs, (2015) who studied wild 
pottos in Uganda (see Table 1).A  focal animal sampling 
rule with a 30 second instantaneous recording rule was 
used to locate the subject in an enclosure and record a 
behavior pattern. A total of 17 hours of data were 
collected – 7 hours at Night Hunters and 10 hours at 
Jungle Trails East. Due to availability of subjects and 
visibility of subjects within a given enclosure, subjects had 
differing amounts of total scans. Per cent of total scans 
per subject was used to create individual activity budgets 
(Patterson, 2001). Changes to the exhibit contents (e.g., a 
new food bowl, or change of location of a food bowl)  
were also noted. 

RESULTS
The two exhibits, Night Hunters and Jungle Trails, 
differed in shape and dimensions –  wedge-shape and 
rectangular, respectively, with Jungle Trails being 
approximately twice as large (see Figure 2a/b). For 
data analyses ethogram categories were collapsed 
into: Social Explore, Stationary, Mobile, Consumption, 
Nonsocial Other, Social Other, and Out of Sight.  

The four subjects showed individual variation (see 
Figure 3), however, it is clear that the pottos housed in 
Night Hunters were more active.  The behavioral 
pattern that predominates for all subjects in both 
enclosures is “Rest”, subsumed in “Stationary” (Fig. 3); 
on average in Jungle Trails the pottos rested 69.5%; in 
Night Hunters they rested 27.5%.

DISCUSSION
Taking into account the total activity budgets of the subjects 
and their overall stationary positions, it can be seen that 
each of the pottos is spending the majority of their time 
resting, sitting, or standing (three groups of “Stationary”) in 
the two exhibits. However, the two pottos in Jungle Trails, 
Kara and Nigel, are spending a significantly longer time 
being stationary than the two pottos, Jazira and Gabe, in 
Night Hunters.

This difference is surprising because the Night Hunters 
exhibit is much smaller than Jungle Trails (see figure 2a/b). 
It may well be that the differences in activity are due to 
individual differences in the pottos themselves. In both 
exhibits the pottos had a favored location where they spent 
the most time (see figure 2a/b). Ad lib notes indicate that the 
pottos in Night Hunters were more exploratory- e.g. 
manipulating enrichment objects. And although it is not a 
common behavior in wild pottos, Gabe sometimes travelled 
to the floor of the exhibit showing surprising behavioral 
flexibility. 

An examination of location data (not illustrated here), shows 
that more of the exhibit was traversed by the pottos in Night 
Hunters as compared to those in Jungle Trails.

Further research into spatial use and enclosure architecture 
should be investigated to improve the pottos’ psychological 
well-being in both enclosures. 
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Figure 1. Nigel sniffs vegetation.

Table 1. Ethogram (after Luhrs, 2015) 

Figure 2a. Jungle Trails exhibit - spatial 
divisions. Red star indicates Nigel’s 
favorite location which was a Y-shaped 
branch. Gold star indicates Kara’s 
favorite location on a red lamp.

Figure 2b : Night Hunters – spatial 
divisions. Red star indicates Gabe’s 
favorite location, a series of aligned 
twigs. Gold star indicates Jazira’s 
favorite location, a PVC tube that 
connected to an off-exhibit cage.

Figure 4: Gabe exhibiting 
locomotion on substrates in Night 

Hunters 

Figure 3: Activity budgets for four subjects (Kara-upper 
left, Nigel- upper right, Gabe- lower left, and Jazira – 
lower right) collapsed into: Social Explore, Stationary, 
Mobile, Consumption, Nonsocial Other, Social Other, 
and Out of Sight. 
	  


